
It was wonderful to finish this week off with the beautiful combination of sunshine and snow on the 

ground!  Longer days also mean that we have more daylight before and after school and we can feel the 

beginnings of spring cheer in the halls!  Before the snow melts, however, we have been making use of 

the many ways to have fun in the snow. 

On Wednesday, we hosted a snow sculpture event that took place outside at lunch.  The rain made the 

snow the perfect consistency for sculpture making and the creations were quite durable lasting for days.  

It was an event open to all grades and it was such a great way for our primary and intermediate students 

to connect, collaborate and create and innovate!  There were penguins, snowmen riding caterpillars, 

Whistler Blackcomb, comfy snow couches and much more!  To top it off, some groups added colour to 

their sculptures to add an extra element of design.  With the success we had this year, we hope to make 

this a Signal Hill tradition! Please have a look at our photo gallery for some images of the event. 

As a follow up to last week’s Good News Notice, we are excited to report that Ms. Davies’ class went to 

the Audain Art museum today to explore the Stone and Sky:  Canada’s Mountain Landscape exhibit.  

They saw work from artists across Canada and participated by creating their own mountain prints.  They 

used Styrofoam to create prints and used a roller to roll on their paint.  Each student was able to create 

their own unique work of art and we can’t wait to see them decorating our halls when they are 

complete. 

Mlle. Lemieux’s class has been working on a food truck project!  To put their understanding of perimeter 

and area to the test they are creating mini paper food trucks to “sell” crêpes.  They are using their 

French skills to create menus for crêpes and will be displaying their food trucks for others to see once 

they are complete.  We hope they have lots of fun! 

Ms. Shuker and Mrs. Verge’s class has been studying the human body in science and they were busy at 

work planning and designing 3D models of body systems.  It was great to see their creativity and critical 

thinking combined in this hands on activity, not to mention they turned out fantastic! 

Mlle. Hamonic’s class has entered another contest!  This time they created and submitted art to educate 

and celebrate fire prevention week!  We wish them good luck and hope that someone from her class 

wins the contest. 

Have a great long weekend! 
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